Why Cohesity + CDW?
The Winning Combination in Your Data Management Technology Equation

With CDW’s excellence in IT orchestration and ability to solve complex challenges and Cohesity’s innovative technologies — now including Data Management as a Service (DMaaS) — you can efficiently protect, secure and manage your data your way.

Expert-level advice for your environment.
CDW and Cohesity work together as one. With CDW’s Cohesity-certified engineers and Cohesity-trained account executives, you can expect smart, forward-looking advice about how Cohesity solutions can work in your environment.

Your business, your way.
With Cohesity’s first-of-its-kind DMaaS on AWS, you choose whether to manage your data on-premise, as-a-service or both. CDW designs, orchestrates and manages IT solutions and services for your exact needs and budget. It’s your way, every day.

Proven to make a difference in your data center.
Cohesity outperforms competitors on key criteria — including Webscale Architecture, Simple Converged Management, Non-Disruptive Operations, and Instant Mass Restore® — enabling you to modernize your data center. CDW is a leading multi-brand technology solutions provider to customers in the U.S., the U.K. and Canada.

Backed by the brand of your choice.
Both CDW and Cohesity partner with industry powerhouses Cisco, HPE and Pure Storage — as well as with the top cloud service providers AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud — so you can choose the platform that best meets your needs.
Take ransomware protection to the next level with the Cohesity-Cisco SecureX integrated solution.

Driven to serve you.
Cohesity was named a 2021 Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice for Data Center Backup and Recovery Solutions — for the fourth time — and CDW has been honored by numerous partners for its ability to orchestrate IT solutions that meet customers’ specific needs.

Leading into your future.
Cohesity was named a Leader in the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Center Backup and Recovery Solutions, while CDW was named to Fortune’s Future 50, an index that evaluates a company’s long-term growth prospects.

Cohesity has quickly grown into one of CDW’s top performers

- **2017**: Cohesity begins their partnership with CDW in September.
- **2018**: Cohesity named a CDW Partner of the Year as a Silver partner.
- **2019**: Cohesity promoted to Gold partner based on its stellar performance.
- **2020**: Cohesity accredits 20 CDW engineers and trains 500+ CDW account executives.

*Based on Cohesity comparative data.

Contact us to learn how Cohesity + CDW can help you succeed with next-gen data management.
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